Lincoln 1997

Following the model year, the Mark VIII was discontinued without replacement, remaining the
last model of the Lincoln Mark series. Design work began in and was oriented toward
evolutionary changes. By , Lincoln designers emphasized interior design, as ordered by then
Ford design director Dave Rees. This was done to further develop a more precise product to
accommodate the use of a DOHC modular engine, using the upcoming MN12 platform due to be
launched in December Having seen designs of upcoming models from competitors, Ford
ordered a radical redesign, a departure from any previous Lincolns, while retaining styling cues.
By November , under Ford designer Kyu Kim, Ford presented a design named "Stretch I",
featuring scalloped sides, full length taillights, the spare-tire hump, waterfall grille, small
c-pillars, a full length headlight setup, two air-inlets on the front bumper, taillights that flowed
upward on the sides rather than downward on the production car â€” and devoid of chrome. A
clay mockup of Stretch I was finalized within four weeks. Appalled by the design, the executives
ordered several changes to the exterior. As a result, "Stretch II" was created during early , by
adding chrome in several places and moderately revising the front and rear end treatments.
Stretch II represented about 70 percent of the finished product, with details revised up to mid
FN prototype mules in modified Ford Thunderbird and Mercury Cougar bodies began
road-testing in Full-body prototypes later commenced road-testing in the first half of In
February , launch was delayed by 6 months to December The car also had a wheelbase of The
Mark VIII featured a unibody construction with a high-strength roof, [8] heavy-gauge steel door
beams to protect against side impacts, front and rear crumple zones , dual front-side airbags
and four-wheel anti-lock disc brakes. The Mark VIII featured a short-long arm SLA four-wheel
independent suspension with front and rear stabilizer bars and a standard computer-controlled
air suspension with sensors to automatically lower the ride height at high speed, enhancing the
car's aerodynamics. The engine was the first of its kind in Ford's Modular engine family. The 4.
Handling the V8's power was the 4R70W 4-speed automatic transmission with overdrive. A
retuned version of the standard 4. The LSC featured unique body colors, distinct rear decklid
badging, perforated leather seat inserts, and floor mats. The bright chrome inserts normally
found in the body-side moulding and bumper on the Mark VIII were replaced with monochrome
body color inserts on the LSC. It featured "Diamond Anniversary" badging, leather seats,
voice-activated cellular phone, JBL audio system, auto electrochromatic dimming mirror with
compass, and traction control. Development of an updated FN began in , with a design freeze
occurring in November The first prototypes were built in September , testing into mid In the fall
of , the Mark VIII received a significant facelift since its debut, featuring smoother, more
rounded front and rear fascias and a larger grille. The car's hood was now aluminum versus
plastic before and the trunk carried a more subtle version of the "spare tire hump" associated
with earlier Mark Series cars. HID headlamps became standard and were placed in larger
housings compared to earlier models. A neon brake light ran across the rear decklid. Side
mirrors now came with puddle lamps, which, upon unlocking the doors, illuminated the ground
for the driver and passengers to see when entering the car. The side-view mirror housings also
incorporated flashing LED turn signal lamps to warn other drivers of an intended lane change or
turn. The interior included 'theater lighting', which softly illuminated the driver's controls and
handles. Some of the internal components of the 4R70W automatic transmission were
reinforced for greater durability and reliability in late models and all models. LSC models had
firmer shocks and larger stabilizer bars for even better handling and control. All-speed traction
control was now standard, and could be deactivated via the onboard systems status computer
when desired. Mark VIII production ended with the model year. The last one rolled off the
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Ford FN platform. Lincoln Mark VII. Town Car. Personal luxury car. Continental Mark VI.
Continental Mark VII. Compact CUV. Mid-size SUV. Pickup truck. Mark LT. A majority of all used
US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and
shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car

dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to
Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying
Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to
help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market
leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one
of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are
ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained
eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to
buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service
history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the
service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records.
Make a VIN Search. Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and
Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. View our entire inventory at Call us today! COM We look
forward to hearing from you! Advertised prices reflects Dealer Discounts. Please confirm with
dealer as to prior acquisition. All prices, specifications and availability subject to change
without notice. Visit dealer for most current information. Due to the high demand for our
individually selected vehicle inventory, there may be times that an individual vehicle is no
longer available at the time you arrive at the Dealership. This is due to a time delay between
posting the vehicle, its actual sale and delivery and removal from the web site. Posting, sale and
delivery of all pre-owned vehicles is an evolving process. Sometimes displayed vehicles may
still not be available for a variety of reasons, such as subject to prior sales, removal and
transport elsewhere, awaiting title and ownership confirmation. To better insure the specific
vehicle's availability, you should contact the Dealership to confirm its present availability. Call
or visit with us to see what you qualify for. Description: Used Lincoln Continental. This car's
age shouldn't matter because it still drives as good as ever. The 8 cylinder White car has a great
balance of handling and speed. You really have to come see this car to appreciate it. It was
owned by an elderly couple that kept it in the garage, serviced it regularly at the dealer, and kept
it extremely clean. It runs so good too. The car has quite a few options. Front-wheel drive,
power heated leather seats with 8-way power adjustable settings, power windows and locks,
PREMIUM ALPINE sound system wity CD and cassette, steering wheel controls for the stereo
and cruise, premium wheels that are really clean and nice with no curb rash and almost brand
new tires. It really is a classic that is in amazing condition. Come see this car for yourself. You'll
be pleased. Have good credit? We work with several lenders to get you the best rate. Not to
worry. You name it, We accept it!!! Easy weekly payments deducted directly from your checking
or savings and there is no penalty for early payoffs! Sales tax and registration are included in
your down payment. Hurry before it goes! Odometer is miles below market average! In addition
to transparent, no hassle pricing and upfront no hassle trade evaluation We provide an
enjoyably brief and easy Sales Experience Your Pace Your Deal No Exceptions! Come to Call us
at For help with any of our departments. If you are looking for the best value in used car prices,
Forrester Lincoln is the place. Family owned and operated since , we are committed to getting
you the best deal on a pre-owned vehicle. We do extensive market research to determine what
similar vehicles are selling for and price our vehicles to be the best value. This enables us to
provide the most competitive prices on our entire inventory. We survey thousands of used car
websites to maintain our competitive edge. Only , Miles! This Lincoln Continental boasts a Gas
V8 4. This luxury large car boasts incredible safety and predicted reliability ratings. It also has a
ton of cabin space. The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration gave the Lincoln
Continental an overall rating of five out of five stars, with five stars in the frontal and side crash
tests and four stars in the rollover evaluation. The car earned the top rating of Good in all six
crash tests. Please check out the window sticker link just above Basic Info for additional
features. Reserve trim, Black Velvet exterior and Ebony interior. Even budget-conscious
newcomers such as the Kia K and Genesis G90 are more expensive than the Lincoln.
Horsepower calculations based on trim engine configuration. Please confirm the accuracy of
the included equipment by calling us prior to purchase. Financing Available! Please call or
email to confirm vehicle availability. Check out our website for the complimentary Carfax report!
Auto Boutique is proud to offer excellent, pre-owned vehicles. With our no haggle pricing policy
you can be sure you're getting the best deal possible already discounted and thousands below

market value. Buying a car from us is easy. You can purchase the vehicle by paying cash or let
our experienced business managers get you the best rate through our lending partners. We
make these banks compete for you! Give us a call to see if we are partnered with your lender.
Visit our website for a quick and easy approval. Thank you for considering Auto Boutique for
your next vehicle purchase. Please call our Sales Staff today for more details at Recent Arrival!
At Ford of Kendall we take pride in everything we do and strive to not only to be the best Florida
dealership but to be the best in the nation. Before you sell your trade let one of our Sales
consultants offer you the most for your car without the hassle. Call or see dealer for details.
Valid only to internet customers who provide printed offer. Not valid in conjunction with any
other offer. Price is subject to change without notice. Please call to confirm the vehicle is still
available! Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to
show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show
local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission
Automatic Engine Type Gas Cylinders 6 cylinders 8 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing
Details Listings with recent price drops. Recently added listings. No accidents. New Listing.
Price Drop. Check Availability. Five Star Dealer. Showing 1 - 18 out of listings. Overall
Consumer Rating. Don't make them like this anymore. It's fast 4. Sign Up. Lincolns have always
been big, comfortable cruisers designed to coddle drivers and passengers in silent, swift
comfort. The Town Car is no exception. While not exactly swift, the Town Car is motivated by a
creamy smooth 4. Modest improvements are the rule for the Town Car. Power steering effort
has been reduced, and on-center feel has been improved. Tiny interior and exterior changes
have been made, but unless you look closely, you won't see them. The Town Car traditionally
competed with the Cadillac Fleetwood, but now that the Fleetwood, Buick Roadmaster, and
Chevy Impalla have been canceled, the Town Car is the only remaining choice for those who
want big, American, rear-drive comfort. The Lincoln does not have a sport-tuned chassis, nor
does it have variable effort steering. There will never be an auto-manual transmission on the
Town Car, and we really doubt that many kids dream of getting to ride in their grandparents
Town Car. Nonetheless, this car is unequaled at moving people across the great open spaces
that are still left in our country. That floaty suspension won't be disturbed a bit by expansion
joints, pot holes or the occasional Honda Accord. Apparently, there are still quite a few of you
that find that sort of thing appealing; Lincoln sells more than , Town Cars per year. We are
partial to it as well, clinging to it in desperation as the cars from our youth are killed off one by
one. If you're in the market for a rear-wheel drive, American, luxury car, this is your only real
choice. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides
consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions
about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested
in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for
sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Used Lincoln Town Car. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll
probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true,
provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the
car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View
Photos. Appraise this car. This car has a lot of everything. Too much chrome. Other years. List
Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Read
more. Write a review See all 45 reviews. It had , miles on it when I bought it. I currently have ,
miles on it and I haven't had ONE problem with this vehicle. I love the fact that this car is huge,
as it fits my family of 4 perfectly. The trunk is gigantic. I have a picture of my 21 year old sister
and my two daughters sitting comfortably in my trunk tail-gating. This car handles
phenomenally, and drives so smooth. I have owned brand new vehicles before, and none have
compared to my Towncar. It will be a sad day for me when I have to get rid of it. Read less.
Bought our first Town Car low mileage '91 in ' We loved it, however, we did do major repairs on
it the fourth and fifth year we owned it. I have been wanting one more of the 'Classic' style pre
'98 versions and recently found another low milage 58K at the same dealership we bought the ' I
have never bought an eight year old car that looks and feels as "new" as this does. It is a dream
to drive and in perfect condition! There is just no comparision when it comes to ride and quiet -the smoothest ride going and this one gets over 27 mpg on the road. I feel we will enjoy this
Lincoln for a long time and it was very reasonable to purchase. Got me a Car and she's as big
as a Whale! Bought this to replace my totaled out PT Cruiser. What a difference! I had wanted
one of these for about the last 12 years. I consider it the luxury version of the tried-and true

Crown Vic cop car or taxi. Happened to drive by a light blue one a guy was just putting a For
Sale sign on, it had been garaged its whole life, serviced by a local dealer, and had only 97K
miles. The body, paint, and overall condition is excellent. Got it for around 3K. I also replaced
the shocks, plug wires, and plugs, and changed oil and filter to Mobile 1 Extended Performance,
just to get a fresh baseline. It ran fine when I bought it, but runs even smoother now. This fall, I
converted the exhaust to dual exhaust with an H-pipe and eliminated the resonators. Now, I can
hear the engine and she has even more get-up-and-go. I have been getting around 19 mpg here
in town, and about 23 on the highway if I keep it around 70 mph. I tried running at and it was
getting 25 mpg, but it is hard for me to drive that slow on the interstate, our speed limit is It has
plenty of power and holds speed on our Montana grades. It handled a brief spurt to mph easily,
and it did not govern out at that speed. Just put 4 new snow tires on it Dec '16 and it gets
around fine on ice and snow with the factory posi-traction rear end. My boys love the room in
the back seat, their own reading lights, and even the ash trays! This car rides smoother, has
much more interior room, and quicker acceleration than the PT cruiser, and gets close to the
same gas mileage, with 8 cylinders instead of 4! Discovered when driving it last night that it
even has little "headlights" that light up the road to the sides of your car when you put the
blinkers on! Yes, I have received friendly comments that it looks like an elderly person's car,
that is fine with me, I am 53 and may still be driving this when I am 83! If this is what you are
looking for and can find one that has been well cared for, then I say go for it. Replacement parts
are readily available and affordable. Struck his right front wheel at 30 mph. We were all buckled
in and did not get a scratch, but the car was totaled. I replaced it with a Signature Touring
Edition, which has all the features of the '97 with a more rounded shape some like it, some
don't. I miss the blue '97 but am sticking with the Town Car
01 mitsubishi eclipse
parched pelican
thanks for the add facebook
! Wanted one for a while. Finally got it. My first car was a '84 Grand Marquis and it made me
love big cars but knew the town car was the top dog in luxury cars so I wanted a Town car.
Finally bought this '97 a couple weeks ago and I love it! I'm 22 and everybody makes fun of me
but I love it. So comfortable,plenty of power, and gets over 23mpg. It has tons of awesome
features my '04 mustang don't even have. I stopped at a store yesterday and when I came out
the car was smoking. Apparently the intake manifold malfunctioned and anti-freeze was
everywhere. Seeing it's a common problem I'm not too upset. I just hope it don't cost too much
to fix so I can get it back on the road and enjoy it some more. See all 45 reviews of the Used
Lincoln Town Car. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip.
Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who
viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the Town Car. Sign Up.

